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0. It may be asked what the putative purpose of these notes is. A putative answer: to assert 

or recall that free will or a belief in free will is not necessary for ethics, for discussions of 
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ethics, or for systems of justice and punishment. A belief in free will may be necessary for the 

human psyche, even if the belief is otherwise ill founded.1 Some might ask, however, if this 

need could be so great as to create an otherwise non-existent thing: free will. 

 

1. A person interested in ethics, be this from a philosophical perspective or to try to better 

regulate his or others’ behavior, would seem to have a tremendous interest in the question of 

free will.2 It might seem that, if free will is an illusion or fantasy, any discussion of what a 

human being should do is diversion and denial, a way of avoiding an unwelcome fact: all our 

actions, our thoughts included, are dictated by our circumstances—genes, hormones, 

culture, economic circumstances, etc.3 But, of course, included under the heading of culture 

                                                 
1 In an article “Structure and choice,” the sociologist Bennett Berger called attention to the fact that while 
determinism and freedom are fundamentally metaphysical issues, “[p]eople care about whether they feel free or 
trapped, or somewhere between.” And he proposes that often the distinction involves whether we are in or out 
of step with what he calls the pushes and pulls of our culture’s structures and ideologies. That is, our sense of 
our own free will is based, rather than on philosophy or sociology, in psychology and on our circumstances. 
When the Internet helps us quickly find some factoid or product we are eager to find, we feel that modern 
technology is increasing our capacities and even our freedom, and when I find that dating has been reduced to 
electronics or when I have to keep going on-line to keep up with changes in my son’s soccer-team schedule 
that would not have been made in the pre-Internet age, I feel I am but a cork on the sea of technology. Bennett 

M. Berger, “Structure and choice in the sociology of culture,” Theory & Society 20 (1991): 119. 

2 N.B.: I use the word “ethics” in a most general sense, to refer to most any thinking about what a human being 
should do, either on some larger stage like world politics or moment to moment—e.g. what should I eat for 
breakfast today? 

3 A large goal here is to avoid writing a dissertation on free will. And so I will here lean (dangerously) on Kant, 
and but briefly. A Kant phrase, in translation, proposes that free will is a faculty through which the sensible 
(recognizable) condition of an empirical (recognizable) series of effects first begins. (My italicizing and 
parenthetical words.) Thus, we might imagine, that nothing recognizable—not hunger, sexual deprivation or 
anxiety; not the fact that I can’t quite figure out what words to type next—is now causing me to take another 
spoonful of oatmeal. This action is either undetermined or the product of noumenal influences that are 
ultimately unknowable by me or other humans, and thus beyond my or our control. The action may, however, 
lead to a quite recognizable series of events which could involve my digestion, my prose, the New York City 
sewer system, global warming. Like the proverbial butterfly of chaos theory, I could, with one flip of my wings 
(or spoon), be changing the world. Or it could turn out that the series of effects following my eating decision 
was a quite short and inconsequential series. But the key is that, if I can act with a free will, I, like God or the 
Big Bang in the first moment of time, can—not in the midst of nothing, but without any knowable cause or 
motivation—do something. From a theological perspective, what we have here is “creatio ex materia” (creating, 
albeit with pre-existing materials, energy or possibility). From a materialist perspective we could say that free 
will depends on there being materials, forces or possibilities entirely inaccessible to our science. Far from 
increasing our power or control, whatever free will we have is linked to the limits of our understanding. 

I would stress that, because of the limits on human understanding, we cannot say that human beings, 
or gods or physical forces, are incapable of creating in this manner—of acting with free will, being the first 
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would come ethics. That is, one of the factors determining (and determined by) our behavior 

is our ethics, be its recommendations explicit or implicit. Ethical prescriptions and 

discussions can play a role in our lives even if our capacity to make choices, consciously, is 

an illusion. 

 A simple example: If we are raised to say please and thank you, it may take some 

special intervening circumstance for us not to use these words in certain situations. But if we 

are raised in a culture without this tradition and belief, it may never occur to us to use such 

words. The many, many people who over millennia were themselves driven to contribute to 

the development of our particular ethics of politeness have caused us to use these words, 

often involuntarily and over and over again. And, once more, only at odd moments—

moments when the flow is interrupted, we might say—will this thanking behavior alter and 

give us the impression (correct or incorrect) that we have made a choice, we have free will!4 

 

                                                 
cause of some causal sequence. But we are here in the realm of speculation and of the human need to impose 
an order, however complex, on experience. We are in the realm of our need to have this order reflect, at least 
to some extent, how we humans wish the world was. As we cannot know what led to the universe’s creation—
the event prior to the first event, we might call this—so we cannot know that we are incapable of escaping the 
laws of causality, incapable of ourselves being, at times, a first cause. But this, we could say (were we English), 
is hard cheese. The fact of these possibilities may be enlightening, but they cannot give us confidence that we 
can stand up out of the river of causality and decide to set out on a new and undetermined course, or, say, get 
the US Congress to do so. See my later remarks, in the main body of this text, on “unconscious choosing.” 

Source is Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, A552/B580, and, more generally, the section on the Solution of 
the Cosmological Idea of Totality in the Derivation of Cosmical Events from their Causes. 

4 I wonder the extent to which, in modern life or in general, assertions of autonomy and independence (non-
dependency) involve saying no—and do not or perhaps cannot involve saying yes? There is the old Situationist 
saying, “The only free choice is the refusal to pay.” There is also the behavior of adolescents whose efforts to 
achieve autonomy often involve rejecting or expressing rejection. In New York I have come across adult single 
women whose sense of autonomy seems based in part on the fact that they have stopped doing this or that, 
stopped eating meat or wheat, stopped drinking alcohol, stopped having sex. (I deny myself, therefore I am.) 
And there is an idea in Freudian psychology and social psychology that men attempt to establish their (false 
sense of) independence by rejecting their mothers or their dependence on their mothers or, by extension, their 
dependence on anyone else. (I deny my connection to others, therefore I am.) The Greeks had the concept 
authadeia—self-willed independence—which, again, might be thought of as negatively defined: refusing to yield 
to one’s fate. 
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2. Often these days one sees free will discussed in the context of responsibility and thus of 

justice and law enforcement. If a person has committed a murder, can he be held 

accountable? Well, his lawyers may argue, he was provoked, he acted in self-defense; he is 

crazy or quite limited intellectually. He did not know what he was doing. At an extreme the 

argument may be: If we do not enjoy free will, then we have no choice as to what we do and 

are not responsible for our actions.5 The guilty party, we might say, is our circumstances 

(internal and external). 

I have no problem with this. I do not believe we have free will. We bathe, rather, in 

the illusion of it, and this with help from the limits of our understanding of our 

circumstances and of causality and thanks to how eager we are to convince ourselves that we 

enjoy free will. But none of this implies that we cannot be nor should not be held 

accountable for our actions. The fact that a murderer may be jailed or killed by the state or 

                                                 
5 In Jean Anouilh’s “La culotte,” a play written at the time when Freudian concepts were a rich lode for 
comedy, a hapless young delinquent (“un enfant de la psychanalyse,” he told the judge) blamed on his father’s 
penis and Oedipal conflicts his various petty crimes and limitations. Afraid of pens, he failed at school. « J’avais 
entendu papa traiter maman de saleté au déjeuner et, le soir même, je volais une salière ! Ils ont dit qu’elle était 
en argent, mais moi je n’y avais même pas pensé ». (There is a play on French words here, but, for our 
purposes, the point is simple: His father’s treating his mother like dirt—or like salt, we might say—had led him 
to steal a salt shaker. Apparently it was an expensive one, but he had not even noticed that.) 
 Again, for our purposes, as regards free will, the young man was proposing that the motivating force 
of his self was a sort of alien being, or alien force, that had unfortunately taken up residence in his psyche. I can 
imagine another play in which, rather than blaming her father’s penis, a young woman blamed her hormones or 
PMS, over which she claimed equally little control. And if there is no free will, both Anouilh’s young man and 
the young woman are right at least in this: They were vehicles through which forces they could not control 
expressed themselves. 

I see that driverless cars are being called “autonomous vehicles.” In this regard it might be asked if we 
will have succeeded in turning ourselves into robots before or after we have developed robots to do all our 
work for us? But in a world without free will such a question is moot. In a world without free will 
“autonomous vehicles” is a good description of what human beings are, and even at those moments when we 
are designing other kinds of autonomous vehicles. 

In his twenty-second lecture on psycho-analysis, Freud proposed that “a child's super-ego is in fact 
constructed on the model not of its parents but of its parents’ super-ego.” The child psychoanalyst Adam 
Phillips’s follow-up: “every symptom is a transgenerational task. A crisis is always also on behalf of someone 
else, even if that someone else is part of oneself.” (My italics.) Are we, then, autonomous vehicles that are equipped 
with onboard computers that contain code (instructions, software) that was designed for autonomous vehicles 
that preceded us? 

Sources: M. Mitchell Waldrop, “Autonomous vehicles: No drivers required” (Nature, 4 February 
2015). Freud, New Introductory Lectures on Psycho-Analysis (1932/3), Standard Edition, XXII, 67. Phillips, “On 
Success,” in On Kissing, Tickling and Being Bored (Harvard University Press; Reprint edition, 1998), 46. 

http://www.nature.com/news/autonomous-vehicles-no-drivers-required-1.16832
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for revenge is one of the factors that influences our behavior (e.g. when we get angry, but 

not so angry as to be un-influence-able). It may also be the case that the state or another 

grouping believes that the murderer might murder again and so has an interest in 

imprisoning the murderer until such a time as he no longer seems likely to be driven to 

murder. (Legislators, prosecutors and judges, we would then say, are being driven to 

imprison murderers. And this behavior may or may not influence significantly the behavior 

of potential murderers.) 

 Another example: A man who was violent in his youth might be thought to have 

been calmed or broken by his advancing age, and by years of incarceration in prisons or in 

the workforce and in domesticated life. And, thus, he may be presumed to be no longer a 

threat, no longer likely to act violently. We might even say, “Now he knows better than to 

attack other people.” (And this might be as legitimate as any other use of the verb “to 

know.”) In a free-world-less world, this would be to say that the man’s behavior remained 

determined by his circumstances, but his circumstances had so changed, or had so worked 

him over, that the threat or fact of incarceration or revenge was no longer needed to keep 

this man from physically harming other people. 

 

3. As I was working on these notes I came across the following passage, translated from 

Scènes et doctrines du nationalisme, a book by the xenophobic, anti-Semitic French writer Maurice 

Barrès (1862-1923).6 I cannot say I was pleased to find an implication of my notes on free 

will being explored by a writer whose politics I find distasteful. But certainly Barrès’s text 

                                                 
6 True to his thoughts about how our thoughts are determined, Barrès was a chameleon, his politics and 
pronouncements shifting quite dramatically as he aged and as his times changed, and in accordance with the 
company he was keeping or whether he was writing for publication or in his private journal. In 1917, in Les 
familles spirituelles de la France, he praised French Jews and proposed that the soul of the country was made up of 
Jews, along with traditionalistes, protestants et socialistes. 
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provides a useful example, and above all because it raises questions about the politics of free 

will. The idea that our circumstances govern our behavior bolstered Barrès’s anti-Semitism. 

In campaigning against Zola and in favor of executing Captain Alfred Dreyfus, falsely 

accused of treason, Barrès proposed: “I conclude from his Jewishness that Dreyfus is 

capable of treason.” (I.e. Jews are naturally traitors.) And Zola’s error, Barrès said, lay in the 

fact that he was not really French, but rather an uprooted Venetian. 

 It may be further asked: Is there something fundamentally reactionary about a 

rejection of free will? Does the fact that we cannot choose justify an acceptance of the status 

quo? Is the “rightness” of the status quo vouchsafed by the fact that it is the inevitable 

product of the circumstances (however difficult to identify) that led to it? 

 Well, not really, I would say. Many are driven to champion hatred and narrow-

mindedness, and to be opportunists, standard-bearers for wealthy factions eager to advance 

their narrow interests. So, too, are many driven not to accept the status quo, to be 

iconoclastic and rebellious. That some are driven to demand changes does not make these 

demands any less legitimate than equally driven demands to preserve ancient prejudices and 

entrenched economic interests. And that the current status quo is a product of circumstances 

does not make some future, radically different status quo equally the product of 

circumstances. (See the later remarks regarding change in note 7.) 

 The translation from Barrès’s text:  

The individual! His intelligence, his ability to grasp the laws of the universe! 
We must reject all that. We are not the masters of the thoughts born in us. 
They do not originate in our intelligence; they are ways of reacting that 
translates very old physiological dispositions. How we judge and reason 
depends on the milieu in which we are immersed. Human reason is so bound 
to the past that we all walk in the steps of our predecessors. There are no 
personal ideas; even the rarest notions, the most abstract judgments, the 
most self-infatuated metaphysical sophisms are general modes of feeling, to 
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be found in all organically kindred beings exposed to the same images. . . . 
We continue our parents. . . . They think and speak in us.7  

 

4. A world without free will can certainly include decision-making processes and the 

feeling, say, that when a coin is flipped into the air, you have an equal opportunity of opting 

for heads or tails. But the fact or feeling of such processes would not mean that you indeed 

have a choice—either to make the particular “choice” you feel like you are making, or to feel 

or not feel as if you are involved in a decision-making process. The fact that while a coin is in 

the air you can shout out, “I mean heads, not tails!”—the fact that your mind can change—

this does not imply that you are exercising free will in noting, however vociferously, this 

change. 

 It is possible to be presented with an array—a smorgasbord—of seeming choices 

and to dwell at length on all the possibilities before you. And you can waffle and ruminate 

and delay. While your circumstances—the attractiveness of smorgasbord items included—

are dictating which “choices” you are going to make. (A key phrase: an “only choice” or 

“only choices”—ones that can be only made one way.) 

 In La structure du comportement (The Structure of Behavior) the French 

phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty suggests that our putative choices are framed and 

to a large extent made by a “preobjective” contact between subject and world. That is, for 

our purposes, the what of an event and the whos who are taking part in it are products of the 

interaction between them. In one circumstance (aggressively confronted at a crossroads) 

Oedipus is a violent and powerful man. In another (ruler of a troubled city-state) he is a 

                                                 
7 Maurice Barrès, Scènes et doctrines du nationalisme (Juven, 1902), as translated in Frederick Brown, The Embrace of 

Unreason: France, 19141940 (Anchor Books, 2015), 62. The judgments of Dreyfus and Zola also appear in 
Scènes et doctrines. Barrès was influenced, inter alia, by the proposition of the French critic Hippolyte Taine 

(18281893) that “race, milieu and moment” were the three principal conditioning factors behind any work of 
art. 
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courageous seeker of self-knowledge. In a third (having learned that he has murdered his 

father and sired children with his mother), he is a grandiose self-mutilator (and this perhaps 

above all to avoid being executed for the murder).8 

 These “who’s” are both products of his circumstances and productive of them. 

Imagine that instead of Oedipus at that putative crossroads, there was a woman or man of a 

different character (e.g., an intellectual, artist or religious person), or someone who lacked 

the stature and physical strength of Oedipus. Imagine a child, or a person of a different 

social class, not raised as a king’s son but, say, as a slave or artisan. Most, if not all, such 

people would not simply have acted differently than Oedipus acted at one of the great 

crossroads of his life; most of these people would not even have perceived there was a 

crossroads or a confrontation.9 Here comes a band of men one of whom is obviously of 

great stature and status. “I” do not need to even think about stepping aside, I am stepping 

aside. These others are not in my way because in fact our ways are so different our paths do 

not cross, and the differences between us are so ingrained in me that in fact they are not 

cause for reflection. In stepping aside “I” feel proud to be in the presence of a superior and 

to be demonstrating to him my self-knowledge and sophrosyne—my self-control, knowledge 

of my place.10 

                                                 
8 In the Laws, Book IX, Plato writes that if a parricide is not (justifiably) killed by his own children: 

the servants of the judges and the magistrates shall slay him at an appointed place without 
the city where three ways meet, and there expose his body naked, and each of the 
magistrates on behalf of the whole city shall take a stone and cast it upon the head of the 
dead man, and so deliver the city from pollution; after that, they shall bear him to the 
borders of the land, and cast him forth unburied, according to law. 

We might imagine that, by blinding himself, Oedipus was able to avoid punishment. 

9 From a Freudian perspective, while sons must perceive their fathers to be in the way, this does not mean that 
fathers are in the way for anyone else. 

10 Regarding the ancient Greek virtue of sophrosyne, see Helen North, Sophrosyne: Self-Knowledge and Self-Restraint in 
Greek Literature. The discussion of Oedipus is taken from my “Finding Ourselves in Oedipus Again and Again: 
Ten views of human agency,” Zeteo, Spring 2012. 
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 A non-Oedipal example of how this works in practice, from Kingsley Amis’s Lucky 

Jim: 

Dixon felt that his role in this conversation, as indeed in the whole of his 
relations with Margaret, had been directed by something outside himself and 
yet not directly present in her. He felt more than ever before that what he 
said and did arose not out of any willing on his own part, not even out of 
boredom, but out of a kind of sense of situation. And where did that sense 
come from if, as it seemed, he took no share in willing it? With disquiet, he 
found that words were forming in his mind, words which, because he could 
think of no others, he’d very soon hear himself uttering.11 

 As with Sophocles’s account of Laius and Oedipus’s mortal combat, which we do 

not witness but learn about from recollections, so, from a phenomenological perspective, 

choice takes on meaning only in memory, or more formally, in history, when we reflect. To 

interpolate some choosing process into the flow of our perceptions, movements and 

interactions is to create a misleading metaphysical phenomenon.12 

 I would not beat a dead horse, but rather hope that some reiteration will prove 

useful. Imagine, then, yourself saying, “Given that there’s no free will, it’s stupid from me to 

even be thinking about ethics.” Imagine yourself thinking you were deciding—even feeling 

like you were deciding—to stop thinking about ethics. Even if such statements and feelings 

were succeeded by your ethical reflections ceasing, it could be wishful thinking, above all, 

that was driving you to also imagine that you had some freedom to make any other decision, 

take any other action, have any other feelings than the set just described.  

 The fact that we feel as if we are making choices or the fact that alternatives flit 

through our minds or are debated on television—none of this proves that we are in fact able 

                                                 
11 Kingsley Amis, Lucky Jim (Penguin, 1976), 186. 

12 This would not be to say that retrospective judgments regarding supposed choices (or the creation and use of 
this metaphysical phenomenon) are irrelevant. It would be better to refer to the framing of choices as 
themselves contacts between subject and world (notwithstanding that often these contacts occur after the event 
which, it comes to be claimed, they predate). As ethical prescriptions play a role, large or small, in directing our 
behavior, so do metaphysical ruminations, and be they ill-founded or not. 
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to make choices. And, turning this around, an ability to indeed make choices is not necessary 

for us to be able to think and feel we have this capacity. There is a history of American men, 

artists and entertainers among them, who have been impotent or homosexually oriented, and 

who, in order to prove to the world—and to themselves, first and foremost—that they were 

potent heterosexuals, engaged in any number of romantic and sexual behaviors and made a 

great deal of them. It might be said that these men were pretending or acting out of 

character, but this does not mean they were not compelled to behave as they did. Similarly, it 

can be the case that our lack of free will has reified our belief that we in fact have this 

capacity and has greatly increased our desire to prove to ourselves that we have this capacity. 

And thus we are compelled to engage in a charade. 

 

5. I often eat alone in restaurants, working as I eat, and thus it is for me alone to “decide” 

where I am going to eat. To borrow a few words from Melville, I live in the “insular city of 

the Manhattoes, . . . of week days pent up in lath and plaster—tied to counters, nailed to 

benches, clinched to desks”.13 Evenings, I do not engage in “ocean reveries,” but as I walk 

downtown-ward restaurant possibilities play in my mind. I consider the food that is offered 

in different places, how well I have been able to work at them in the past, the noise, lighting, 

prices and so forth. It would seem that here is a prototypical example of choosing, for all the 

choice is insignificant (unless of course the quality and quantity of my writing should prove 

of great significance!). But in fact the process I experience is not one of choosing between 

these alternatives but rather of discovering a fait accompli: discovering where I am going. As I 

consider the various possibilities, my mind keeps coming back to one. It is as if this one is 

                                                 
13 Herman Melville, Moby-Dick; or, The Whale (1851), second paragraph. 
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un-dislodge-able, and thus it becomes clear that this is and has been where I want to go and 

am going to go. 

 Of course the fact that I can feel this choice-less-ness, does not make my feeling any 

truer than someone else’s feeling of making a choice. I offer the example, rather, to suggest 

what may be happening at those times when we think or feel we are making choices. At the 

same time as I am revising these notes, I happen to be reading about the First World War. 

Many putatively powerful European men were involved in the “decisions” that led to war 

being declared and fighting beginning. We can imagine many dramatic councils of state at 

which options were hotly debated. But it is easy to get the sense that the “powerful” in this 

case had no choice; war was going to break out. Léon Jouhaux, a major French labor 

leader—who might have been expected to speak out against the war, yet championed it—

spoke many years later about how there are circumstances that make a man evoke more or 

less forcefully thoughts that seem foreign to him.14 It may be that the real distinction is 

between, on the one hand, when circumstances lead us to act in ways that circumstances 

cause us to find unremarkable, and, on the other hand, when circumstances lead us to act in 

ways that circumstances cause us to find remarkable. 

 

6. I am aware that there are those who believe in unconscious choosing. And this could be 

made to relate to Kant’s, or Plato’s, superimposing of an ultimately unknowable noumenal 

realm on the familiar world of appearances and of time and space. From such a perspective, 

one could call my choice of restaurant an example of an unconscious choice, or one driven 

                                                 
14 Brown, The Embrace of Unreason: France, op. cit., 18 fn. 
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by what I am calling noumenal influences, the result or appearances of which it takes my 

conscious mind some time to discover. 

 I cannot even pretend to know whether or not an unconscious—whatever such a 

thing or analogy may be—can choose, but what is the usefulness of such an idea? For one, 

why presume that inside the black box of the unconscious “choosing” is taking place, rather 

than, say, assuming that a very little guy in there amuses himself playing dice or that 

chemicals and electrical impulses are colliding and mixing in response to their properties and 

whims? For another, suppose my unconscious is indeed making autonomous choices, but I 

am only consciously aware of the results of these choices and am not able to consciously 

intervene in the decision-making process. In what sense is my situation different from that 

of a being whose behavior is entirely determined? I am willing to believe that my situation is 

different, but . . . For example, do I have greater access to and greater influence over my 

unconscious than do other humans and non-human phenomena? What do I mean when I 

call, or someone else calls, my unconscious choices “mine”?15 

 

7. To say there is no free will is not the same as to say that there is no change in the 

universe or in human behavior and history. The problem and the necessity of change is itself 

a complex one, and it was hardly for nothing that Lucretius came up with his idea of the 

clinamen (the swerve) and that we have clung to this concept, in one form or another, for 

several millennia now.16 But the swerve, and change more generally, will have to be another 

set of notes. Here, as with water, we have our hands full with free will. 

                                                 
15 I was first introduced to the sociological concept of unconscious choosing by the Sharon Hays’s article 
“Structure and Agency and the Sticky Problem of Culture,” Sociological Theory 12 (March 1994): 57 72. 

16 Lucretius: “When atoms move straight down through the void by their own weight, they deflect a bit in 
space at a quite uncertain time and in uncertain places, just enough that you could say that their motion has 
changed. But if they were not in the habit of swerving, they would all fall straight down through the depths of 
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8. In my continuing attempt to keep this set of notes relatively simple, I am also not 

discussing the possibility that our behaviors are not strictly determined, but rather 

determined or governed by probability, somewhat as, in the quantum-mechanics model, the 

positions of electrons are thought to be governed (probabilistically). Nor will I do more than 

here tip my hat to the possibility that the intensity of determining phenomena varies 

depending on the circumstances, so that in some cases—strong forces—our movements 

(actions) are rigidly proscribed by these circumstances, and in other cases—weak forces—it 

matters so little to the system what we do (cemetery or crematorium) or what we think or 

feel (outraged or not by HSBC’s ongoing criminality, or by how it exemplifies the 

fundamental criminality of business)—it is as if we are, temporarily, floating free. 

 Again, chaos theory would propose that, at times, our various floatings or 

movements can be extraordinarily consequential. Nonetheless, I would stress that 

speculations about the role of probability or about strong and weak forces, et al., are above 

all diversionary complications. Their greatest use may to be help us ignore the quite likely 

fact that it is not free will that we enjoy or suffer from. 

 

*     *     * 

                                                 
the void, like drops of rain, and no collision would occur, nor would any blow be produced among the atoms. 
In that case, nature would never have produced anything.” According to Lucretius, not only does the clinamen 
allow for a universe of things and change, it provides the “free will which living things throughout the world 
have.” Lucretius, ii. 216 224 and 251. Translation by Brad Inwood, L. P. Gerson, The Epicurus Reader (Hackett, 
1994). 

William Ellery Leonard’s verse translation of Lucretius’s text (De Rerum Natura, On the Nature of 
Things, 50 B.C.E.) has been accessible via classics.mit.edu. The Latin text has been made available online by the 
Latin Library. Readers may note that Lucretius does not seek to prove that we enjoy free will, but rather 
accepts this as a given and seeks to explain it (along with change more generally). 


